Gene expression in eukaryotic cells is controlled by the concerted action of various transcription factors. To help clarify these complex mechanisms, we attempted to develop a method for extracting maximal information regarding the transcriptional control pathways. To this end, we first analyzed the expression profiles of numerous transcription factors in yeast cells, under the assumption that the expression levels of these factors would be elevated under conditions in which the factors were active in the cells. Based on the results, we successfully categorized about 400 transcription factors into three groups based on their expression profiles. We then analyzed the effect of the loss of function of various induced transcription factors on the global expression profile to investigate the above-mentioned assumption of a correlation between transcription elevation and functional activity. By comparing the expression profiles of wild-type with those of disruption mutants using microarrays, we were able to detect a substantial number of relations between transcription factors and the genes they regulate. The results of these experiments suggested that our approach is useful for understanding the global transcriptional networks of eukaryotic cells, in which most genes are regulated in a temporal and conditional manner.
Introduction
The completion of genome analysis in various species has made it possible to analyze global transcription pathways in conjunction with current microarray techniques, which enable comprehensive determination of expression levels. Most genes are known to have multiple ciselements, and these elements are selectively activated depending on environmental conditions, developmental timing, and various signal molecules. Transcriptional regulation of eukaryotic genes is controlled by the concerted action of trans-elements and cis-elements, which includes sub-sequences such as promoter, enhancer, and upstream activation sequences. 1 The promoter is located in the vicinity of the transcription initiation site and is recognized by the giant protein complex of basic transcription factors. 2 The enhancers are positive regulatory
Communicated by Kazuo Shinozaki * To whom correspondence should be addressed. Tel. +81-4-7124-1501 (Ext. 4408), Fax. +81-4-7122-1360, E-mail: yasufumi@rs.noda.tus.ac.jp elements, and are located either upstream or downstream of the transcription initiation site. The enhancers vary in complexity, from simple elements containing one or more binding sites for an activator protein, to elements containing binding sites for several different activators.
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These elements respond to various stimuli. When the growth stimulation signal is transmitted to the cell, transcription regulators bind to the upstream activating sequence responsible for the stimulation. This binding of the transcription factor to the response element causes conditional gene expression. It has been suggested that individual genes may be regulated by multiple transcription factors, and that these factors form hierarchical structures of regulation. 6 Numerous genes involved in such transcriptional regulation have been identified, but the relations among these transcription regulators have not been well characterized. In addition, it is not known how one specific transcription factor is selectively activated under a particular condition. Although comprehensive detection of the regulatory relations of transcription factors is a key issue, an effective strategy for the Analysis of Gene Expression Network in Yeast [Vol. 11,  analysis of global networks for transcription regulation has not yet been fully established. If the full picture of such transcription regulation could be clarified, this would help clarify the systems by which life itself is controlled, including the development, malignant transformation, and signal transduction mechanisms of cells and organisms.
Genome-wide analysis of gene expression is important for the investigation of transcription regulation. Microarray technology has great advantages over the usual Northern blot analysis as one can analyze the expression profiles of all the genes of some eukaryotic cells in a single experiment and obtain functional information on novel genes identified through genome analysis. Microarray investigations are thus essential for a comprehensive analysis of the expression profile. 7−11 Global and systematic analysis of expression profiles at the mRNA level has become possible by utilizing the DNA microarray chip.
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The establishment of systems by which the expression of all intracellular genes can be determined is essential to elucidate the complex network of gene expression.
Systematic analysis of yeasts is crucial to our understanding of the life processes of higher eukaryotes. Yeasts are well suited to biochemical and molecular genetics analysis since their proliferation rate is very speedy and their disruption and transgenic methods have been sufficiently established. 17−19 A yeast genome was fully sequenced in 1996. 20 Furthermore, only 4% of yeast genes contain an intron, making it easy to analyze their transcription regulation using mRNA.
Systematic approaches in yeast have been attempted using DNA microarrays. 21, 22 Such studies were conducted to analyze the expression of all genes in response to a variety of environmental changes. Gasch et al. (2000) analyzed genomic expression patterns in the yeast responding to diverse environmental transitions. They showed in the environmental stress response (ESR) that global expression programs respond to a diverse environment. 21 In the ESR, the expression of genes is regulated by different transcription factors depending on the conditions, and the response is controlled by several different signaling pathways. Causton et al. (2001) analyzed genome-wide expression in the yeast responding to various changes in extracellular environment. 22 The authors identified common environmental response (CER) genes that are either induced or repressed in most environmental responses, and they also identified specific responses to each environmental change. In this way, the responses to environmental stress are divided into two types: specific responses to a specific environmental change and common responses to several environmental changes. This means that the transcription factors also can be sorted into two types: those which regulate genes in response to a specific stress and those which regulate genes in response to several stressors.
To elucidate the regulatory relationships between transcription factors, we analyzed expression profiles in Saccharomyces cerevisiae grown in a variety of culture conditions using DNA microarrays. We clarified the condition under which the expression levels of transcription factors are significantly expressed, and then we classified the transcription factors from these expression profiles. This approach is highly efficacious, because the transcription factors have relatively low expression levels and low expression changes compared with other universal genes such as those which code for heat shock proteins. Moreover, we compared the expression profiles of the disrupted and wild-type genes under specific conditions in which the expression level of transcription factors are known to change significantly. We showed that a disruption experiment under a specific condition, in which the expression level of the transcription factor was altered significantly, was indispensable for analyzing the network structure of transcription regulation. We have established analysis methods for the elucidation of networks of gene expression to clarify the complex regulatory network structure comprised of several hierarchical transcription regulatory factors and a transcription regulatory region.
Experimental Procedures

Cell culture
For the disruption experiments of transcription factors and the condition check experiments, we used 20 kinds of yeast disruption strains and wild-type BY4741 (MATa his3 leu2 met15 ura3). These strains were purchased from Invitrogen. Yeast strain S288C (MATa mal gal2) was used for the nutrient starvation experiments and heat shock experiments. Yeast strain C110-1 (MATa/MAT leu2-3,112/leu2-3,112 ura3-52/ura3-52 his6/HIS6; provided by Dr. H. Uemura) was used for the galactose medium experiments. Cells of the wild-type and 20 kinds of disruption strains were cultured at 30
• C with shaking in 1 liter of SC medium (synthetic dextrose minimum medium plus 0.002% each of adenine sulphate, uracil, tryptophan, histidine HCl, arginine HCl, and methionine; 0.003% each of tyrosine, isoleucine, and lysine HCl; 0.005% phenylalanine; 0.01% each of leucine, glutamic acid, and aspartic acid; 0.015% valine; 0.02% threonine; and 0.04% serine). 23 Yeast cells were cultured at 30
• C with shaking in a 1-liter flask, and harvested in the middle of the exponential growth phase (OD 600 =1.0).
Conditional culture
The conditional culture was performed as follows. Protein synthesis inhibitor: Yeast strain BY4741 was grown to OD 600 =0.8 at 30
• C with shaking in 1 liter of SC medium. Hygromycin was added to a final concentration of 1.5 mM. Yeast cells were harvested 2.5 hr after the addition. DNA synthesis inhibitor: Yeast strain BY4741 was grown
to OD 600 =0.8 at 30
• C with shaking in 1 liter of SC medium. Cisplatinum (II) diammine dichloride was added to a final concentration of 0.5 mM. Yeast cells were harvested 4 hr after the addition. Transcription inhibitor: Yeast strain BY4741 was grown to OD 600 =0.8 at 30
• C with shaking in 1 liter of SC medium. Actinomycin D was added to a final concentration of 5 µM. Yeast cells were harvested 4 hr after the addition. DNA replication inhibitor: Yeast strain BY4741 was grown to OD 600 =0.8 at 30
• C with shaking in 1 liter of SC medium. Hydroxyurea was added to a final concentration of 200 mM. Yeast cells were harvested 3 hr after the addition. Ultraviolet irradiation: Yeast strain BY4741 was grown to OD 600 =0.8 at 30
• C with shaking in 1 liter of SC medium and harvested by centrifugation. The pellet was resuspended in SC medium. Approximately 1.1×10 10 cells/ml were inoculated onto SC agar plates and irradiated with 600 J/m 2 of ultraviolet light using a UV Crosslinker (UV Stratalinker 1800; Stratagene). Yeast cells were collected by distilled water and cultured in 1 liter of SC medium for 2 hr. Alkylation: Yeast strain BY4741 was grown to OD 600 =1.0 at 30
• C with shaking in 1 liter of SC medium. Methyl methane sulfonate (MMS) was added to a final concentration of 0.1%. Yeast cells were harvested 1 hr after the addition. Oxidation: Yeast strain BY4741 was grown to OD 600 =1.0 at 30
• C with shaking in 1 liter of SC medium. Hydrogen peroxide was added to a final concentration of 0.2 mM. Yeast cells were harvested 20 min after the addition. Heavy Metal: Yeast strain BY4741 was grown to OD 600 =1.0 at 30
• C with shaking in 1 liter of SC medium. Copper (II) sulfate was added to a final concentration of 0.4 mM. Yeast cells were harvested 5 hr after the addition. Osmotic pressure: Yeast strain BY4741 was grown to OD 600 =1.0 at 30
• C with shaking in 1 liter of SC medium. Sodium chloride was added to a final concentration of 700 mM. Yeast cells were harvested 3 hr after the addition. Nutrient Starvation: Yeast strain S288C was cultured at 16
• C with shaking in 1 liter of SD medium (synthetic dextrose minimal medium) and harvested at OD 600 =1.0 23 . Galactose medium: Yeast strain C110-1 was cultured at 30
• C with shaking in 1 liter of galactose-containing SC medium without dextrose and harvested at OD 600 =1.0. Acid: Yeast strain BY4741 was grown to OD 600 =1.0 at 30
• C with shaking in 1 liter of SC medium. Succinic acid (pH 3.0) was added to a final concentration of 0.05%. Yeast cells were harvested 10 min after the addition. Alkali: Yeast strain BY4741 was grown to OD 600 =1.0 at 30
• C with shaking in 1 liter of SC medium. Tris-HCl (pH 8.25) was added to a final concentration of 100 mM.
Yeast cells were harvested 10 min after the addition. Heat Shock: Yeast strain S288C was grown to OD 600 =1.0 at 30
• C with shaking in 1 liter of SC medium and incubated at 39
• C for 3 hr. Cold Shock: Yeast strain BY4741 was grown to OD 600 =1.0 at 30
• C with shaking in 1 liter of SC medium and cooled at 10
• C for 3 hr. Stationary phase: Yeast strain BY4741 was grown to the stationary phase (i.e. OD 600 =3.0) at 30
• C with shaking in 1 liter of SC medium and harvested.
Preparation of mRNA
Total RNA was prepared as follows. Yeast cells in medium were harvested by centrifugation (3000 rpm, 20 min, 4
• C) and the pellet was dissolved in 10 mL of RNA buffer (0.5 M NaCl, 0.2 M Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 10 mM EDTA, 1% SDS). Equal volumes of acid-treated glass beads and phenol solution (phenol:chloroform:iso-amyl alcohol = 25:24:1), each equal to that of the yeast cell pellet, were added to the cell suspension, which was mixed vigorously in a vortex mixer for 1 min, then cooled in an ice bath for 1 min. This step was repeated 10 times and these suspensions were finally centrifuged at 10,000 rpm for 10 min at 4
• C. The supernatant was recovered and an equal volume of phenol solution was added. This step was repeated three times. The supernatant was recovered and an equal volume of chloroform was added. The recovered supernatant was precipitated by the addition of ethanol (at three times the sample volume) at −80
• C for 1 hr. The pellet was rinsed with 70% (v/v) Ethanol, dried, and then dissolved in 1.0 mL high-salt buffer (10 mM Tris HCl, pH 7.5, 1 mM EDTA, 0.5 M NaCl). The concentration of total RNA was determined by light absorbance at 260 nm using a UV spectrophotometer (GeneQuant Pro; Amersham Biosciences).
The mRNA was purified using a QuickPrep micro mRNA Purification Kit (Amersham Biosciences), with 1.5 mg total RNA applied onto each column. Total purified RNA was heated at 65
• C for 5 min and cooled immediately in an ice bath. Oligo(dT)-cellulose (1 mg) was centrifuged (5000 rpm, 3 min, 4
• C) and the supernatant was removed. Total RNA and oligo(dT)-cellulose were mixed, placed on ice for 3 min, and then centrifuged (3000 rpm, 2 min, 4
• C). The supernatant was removed, high-salt buffer (1 mL) was added, and the capped tube was inverted four times. Low-salt buffer (10 mM Tris HCl, pH 7.5, 1 mM EDTA, 0.1 M NaCl) was then added and used to wash the pellet an additional four times. The cellulose resin was resuspended in 300 µL low-salt buffer, transferred to a microspin column and then placed in a microcentrifuge tube. The effluent from centrifugation (3000 rpm, 2 min, 4
• C) was removed and 500 µL low-salt buffer was added. This step was repeated four times. Elution buffer (300 µL, preheated to 65
• C) was added, and the effluent was recovered by centrifugation Analysis of Gene Expression Network in Yeast [Vol. 11, (3000 rpm, 2 min). This step was repeated twice. Glycogen solution (10 mg/mL, 10 µL), potassium acetate solution (2.5 M, 40 µL), and 1 mL 99.5% ethanol was added to this effluent. Purified mRNAs were precipitated at −80
• C for 30 min. The pellet was rinsed with 500 µL 70% (v/v) ethanol, dried, and then dissolved in 10 µL diethyl pyrocarbonate (DEPC)-treated distilled water. The concentration of mRNA was calculated from light absorbance at 260 nm using a UV spectrophotometer.
Preparation of target DNA
In the cDNA chip, purified mRNA was reversetranscribed with Cy3-or Cy5-conjugated dUTP using SuperScript II reverse transcriptase (Invitrogen) as follows. mRNA (3 µg in 6 µL DEPC-treated H 2 O) was mixed with 1 µL (dT) 15 primer, heat-denatured at 70
• C for 5 min, and cooled at 42
• C. To this mixture was added 4 µL of 5 × first-strand buffer, 2 µL 0.1 M DTT, 2 µL dNTP mixture (2 mM dTTP; 5 mM each of dATP, dGTP, dCTP), 2 µL fluorolink Cy3-dUTP or fluorolink Cy5-dUTP, and 1 µL SuperScript II. The mixture was incubated at 42
• C for 40 min, and then 0.5 µL SuperScript II was added and the mixture was further incubated at 42
• C for 40 min. After reverse transcription, the reaction mixture was supplemented with 20 µL DEPCtreated H 2 O, 5 µL of 0.5 M EDTA, and 10 µL of 1 N NaOH. This mixture was incubated at 65
• C for 60 min, and 1 M Tris-HCI (25 µL) was added. Cy3-and Cy5-labelled cDNA were mixed, and were transferred to a Microcon-30 filter (Millipore). Labeled cDNAs were then washed four times with 400 µL TE buffer by centrifugation (8000 rpm, 30 min).
Array hybridization and scanning
The Yeast cDNA chip (purchased from DNA Chip Research) contains approximately 6000 open reading frames (ORFs) of between 200 and 8000 bp, pre-amplified by PCR. Hybridization was done as follows. Hybridization solution was prepared from the mixture of Cy3-and Cy5-labelled cDNA (21 µL) and 7.5 µL of 20 × SSC, and heated at 95
• C for 3 min. After cooling in an ice bath, the mixture was supplemented with 1.5 µL of 10% SDS. The yeast cDNA chip was covered with a Gap cover glass (Matsunami), hybridization solution was injected from the edge onto the chip, and the chip was placed in a hybridization cassette (TeleChem International). Distilled water (20 µL) was added to the lower groove inside the cassette, and the sealing screw was tightened. The hybridization cassette was placed in a water bath and incubated at 65
• C for 12 hr. After hybridization, the cDNA chip was taken out of the cassette and washed twice in 1 × SSC/0.1% SDS solution for 5 min per washing using a Wash Station (TeleChem International). The cDNA chip was finally rinsed with 0.1 × SSC, and dried by centrifugation (600 rpm, 3 min). Hybridization images were scanned using a ScanArray LITE (Packard Bioscience) fluorescence laser scanner.
Data Analysis
Signal intensities in the cDNA chip were quantified using QuantArray software (Packard Bioscience). Subsequently, the numerical data were normalized against the 17 ACT1 (YFL039c) control spots, and the expression levels of all genes were converted to values calculated relative to those of the ACT1 in Cy3-labelled controls, which were taken as 100. The expression ratio for two samples was calculated from the average of quadruplicate experiments.
Results and Discussion
Expression profile analysis of disrupted transcription factors
To analyze the transcription regulatory network, we saw the effects of disruption of transcription factors on the expression profiles of all yeast genes. We prepared various disruption mutants of transcription factors in S. cerevisiae, and compared the expression profiles of the disruption mutants with those of the wildtypes using a yeast cDNA chip. The transcription factors to be disrupted were selected according to the following criteria. (i) All genes were defined as either transcription factors or genes that were known to be involved in the transcription process, see in MIPS (http://www.mips.biochem.mpg.de/). (ii) The null mutants for these genes were viable. Moreover, some of the transcription factors fulfilled the two following conditions. (iii) The existence of the gene regulated by the transcription factor was confirmed on the TRANSFAC database (http://transfac.gbf.de/TRANSFAC/). (iv) Information of the consensus sequence of the transcription factor was already available on the SCPD database.
(Promoter Database of S. cerevisiae: http://cgsigma.cshl.org/jian/). In this way, we chose the following 20 transcription factors:
All hybridization experiments were repeated four times. As the bias of signals caused by the labeling dye is small in cDNA microarray systems, we chose repeating analysis with an identical combination of labeling-dye instead of dye-swapping. The ratio of the signal of the disrupted strain to that of the wild-type was calculated in each disruption ex- Table 1 . Frequency distribution of expression ratio of the genes which showed more than a twofold change in each knockout experiment. -3 2  3 2  3 9  2  2  6 2  6 8  1  1 4  2 2  3  4 3  2 7  1 2  -2  1 8  2 3  1 7  -7   + 2 3  134  122  247  -490  259  14  13  32  29  56  152  11  5  2  52  2  6  2   + 3 4  21  7  --77  29  1  -3  7  16 13
periment and the results are summarized in Table 1 .
The complete set of expression profile data is available at http://www.rs.noda.sut.ac.jp/˜murakami/DNA Research.html. In half of such gene-disruption experiments, only 1% of the yeast genes exhibited changes in expression levels of twofold or greater. Furthermore, the genes whose expression levels were affected by gene disruption were common among the various experiments. These genes were involved in such activities as hexose transport, structural constitution of ribosomes, nitrogen and sulfur metabolism, amino acid biosynthesis, glycolysis and gluconeogenesis. Surprisingly, many of the previously reported regulatory relations that are on file in databases such as TRANSFAC or YPD (http://www.proteome.com/databases/YPD/) were not detected in the present series. The reason why we could not detect numerous regulatory relations in our first attempt is as follows. Because the growth rate of most of the disruptants was almost identical to that of the wild-type cells, complementation of the lost functions of the deleted gene may have been achieved by various mechanisms, such as some other functionally homologous genes or transcriptional regulation by multiple transcription factors at the upstream region of the same gene. Also, it is possible that yeast cells do not require a wide range of transcription factors when cultured in a rich medium. Yeast cells should have a broad range of abilities for surviving harsh changes in their culture conditions, since they are capable of surviving through various changes of climate. Among the 20 disruption trials, only the experiment of ∆gal80 showed regulatory relations as predicted. Gal80p inhibited transcription activation by Gal4p in the absence of galactose, and Gal4p activates transcription of GAL2, GAL1, GAL7 and GAL10; however, in the absence of galactose, Gal4p activity is inhibited by binding with Gal80p. 24−27 In the ∆gal80 experiments, we were able to confirm that the induction of their gene expressions due to the addition of galactose (GAL1: 7.5-fold; GAL2: 2.2-fold; GAL7: 18.0-fold; GAL10: 13.2-fold). Because Gal80p functions as a silencer in the cell, the disruption of this gene should cause induction of GAL2, GAL1, GAL7 and GAL10 by Gal4p. However, in the ∆gal4 experiments, the amounts of transcripts in these genes were not drastically affected (GAL1: -1.1-fold; GAL2: -1.1-fold; GAL7: -1.3-fold; GAL10: -1.2-fold). The present results suggested that we have little chance to detect the regulatory relations in comparisons of wild-type cells and disruption mutants under normal conditions. There are many transcription factors whose expression is limited under certain specific conditions. To elucidate the regulatory relations managed by such conditionally expressed transcription factors, we considered it necessary to compare the gene expression profile under conditions where the gene expression of a transcription factor was altered significantly.
Indeed, Ideker et al. (2001) demonstrated an integrated approach to the establishment of a cellular pathway model. 28 In their approach, the authors perturbed components of the pathway through gene disruption of galactose metabolism genes or through environmental changes in the galactose utilization pathway. They analyzed expression profiles in each perturbation using microarrays. They showed significant changes in the expression level of the galactose metabolism genes resulting from combinations of each perturbation. Our similar experiment showed that the expression of genes regulated by GAL4 were greatly changed between the wild-type and the ∆gal4 mutant in galactose culture (GAL1: -11.1-fold; GAL2: -1.0-fold; GAL7: -9.9-fold; GAL10: -14.3-fold). These results are equivalent to that of Ideker et al. In addition to galactose utilization genes, the expression profiles of many genes were greatly changed in the comparison between the wild-type and the ∆gal4 mutant in galactose culture. In the wild-type cells, these genes were upregulated by GAL4 in the presence of galactose, but in the ∆gal4 mutant these genes were not upregulated at all. Figure 1 shows the genes whose expressions changed more than twofold in a comparison of the expression levels of the wild-type and ∆gal4 mutant in the presence of either glucose or galactose. Moreover, in this series of experiments, 2.7% of the genes contained the consen- sus sequences and showed a 1.5-fold or greater change in expression, while this percentage was 19.2% in the presence of galactose. These results indicated that we would be likely to detect changes in a much greater number of genes if we were to analyze the effects of disrupting the transcription factor while employing conditions under which the expression level of the transcription factor would be elevated. To elucidate the regulatory relationships that cannot be detected in simple disruption experiments, we constructed novel methods for analyzing the gene expression regulatory network in any given pathway. We consider that transcription factors have different types of pathways involved in the regulation of gene expression. The first is a constitutive pathway that regulates the expression of genes required for cell proliferation and maintenance. The other is a conditional pathway that regulates the expression of genes which respond to various external factors, including nutrients, drugs, metals, biologically active substances, physical factors, and biological factors.
Yeast has many pathways that respond to environmental and physiological stresses. 29 The genes have several responsive elements that are bound by transcription factors to influence gene expression that depends on these external stressors. Figure 2 -a shows models for the gene expression regulatory network in normal culture. When the cell is cultured under a normal condition, only the constitutively regulated pathway is utilized. Consequently, even if we compare the expression profile of a disruption strain of the transcription factor with that of the wildtype, we can see gene expression that is located in the downstream region of only the constitutively regulated pathway. Figure 2 -b shows models for the gene expression regulatory network in conditional culture. Under the condition in which the cells are stimulated to induce the utilization of conditional pathways, if we compare the expression profile of the disruption of the transcription factor with that of the wild-type, we may also see gene expression that is located downstream of the conditional pathway. Therefore, we considered it important to com- The yellow circles indicate genes that were expressed in both the wild-type and knockout mutant of the transcription factor. The red circles indicate the genes expressed specifically in the wild-type, the green circles indicate genes expressed specifically in the knockout mutant, and the black circles indicate genes not expressed in either culture. Figure 2 -b shows models for the gene expression regulatory network in the conditional culture in which cells were stimulated to induce utilization of the conditional pathway. pare the expression profiles between disruptant cells and wild-type cells under the condition that the transcription factor appears to be highly expressed. However, since the detailed regulatory interaction of most transcription factors has not been clarified, and moreover, the conditions under which transcription factors are activated have not been systematically identified, we next examined the conditions under which the expression of the transcription factors change markedly.
Analysis of the expression profiles of transcription
factors Under the condition that the expression levels of the transcription factors appeared to increase, we analyzed the effects of gene disruption. First, we looked for a condition under which the expression levels of the transcription factors were affected. The expression profile of the transcription factor was analyzed under the following 16 conditions: in the presence of protein synthesis inhibitor, DNA synthesis inhibitor, transcription inhibitor, DNA replication inhibitor, ultraviolet irradiation, alkylation, oxidation, heavy metal, osmotic pressure, nutrient starvation, galactose medium, acid, alkali, heat shock, cold shock and stationary phase. The wild-type of S. cerevisiae was cultured under all 16 conditions, and a yeast cDNA chip was used to compare their expression profiles with those of cells cultured in normal medium. All hybridization experiments were repeated four times.
The signal ratio of each conditional culture to normal culture was calculated following conversion of the signal intensity of each spot into an amount of mRNA and normalization (Table 2) . A supplemental data set file is available at http://www.rs.noda.sut.ac.jp/˜murakami/ DNA Research.html. In addition, to examine the influence of stressors on transcription factors, the expression profiles of 396 genes classified as transcription factors, or the genes involved in the transcription in S. cerevisiae on MIPS were extracted from the expression profiles of 6000 ORFs in each conditional culture experiment. Expression profile data of transcription factors under the 16 culture conditions are available at http://www.rs.noda.sut.ac.jp/˜murakami/DNA Research.html.
The frequency distribution was calculated in all 6000 ORFs and in all 396 transcription factors using the expression ratio of conditional cultured cells to normal cultured cells for each conditional culture ( Table 3 ). The change in expression of the transcription factors under the various conditions was much less pronounced than the change of most of ORFs under the same conditions. For this reason, the transcription factors that showed a greater than twofold change in expression can be regarded as significantly altered. The following steps were used to classify the 396 transcription factors.
First, with respect to transcription factor i (i = 1, ..., 396), the expression ratio X ij of conditional cultured cells to normal cultured cells was calculated for each conditional culture j (j = 1, ..., 16). Next, the average X j of the expression ratio was calculated for each conditional culture, and D 2 ij , the square of the deviation of the expression ratio for each of the 396 transcription factors, was calculated for each condition as
The transcription factors were categorized into three groups using D 2 ij (Table 4 ). The transcription factors for which there was only one condition under which D 2 ij was more than 0.5 were classified as transcription factors expressed under a specific condition (84 genes). The transcription factors for which there were more than two conditions under which D Table 3 . Frequency distribution of expression ratio of the genes which showed more than a 1.5-fold change in each culture condition (transcription factors). conditions (69 genes). Finally, the transcription factors for which there were no conditions under which D 2 ij was more than 0.5 were classified as transcription factors invariably expressed under any condition (243 genes). The threshold we used in this classification was thought to be reasonable, since most of the transcription factors that were conditionally expressed belong to two former classes.
Our results indicate that 153 (40%) of the transcription factors were markedly expressed under one of the conditions tested. We were able to reveal the condition under which the expression levels of these transcription factors are significantly increased, and also classified the transcription factors which regulate genes in response to a specific stress and those which regulate genes in response to several stressors.
Expression profile analysis for the disruption mutants of transcription factors under specific culture conditions
In order to test our models for analyzing the transcriptional regulatory relationships involving pathways other than the galactose utilization pathway by GAL4 and GAL80, we chose the ∆adr1 and ∆rox3 mutants. These genes encode transcription factors which are expressed under specific conditions (ADR1) and multiple conditions (ROX3).
ADR1 is a zinc-finger transcription factor involved in the regulation of peroxisomal protein genes. 30, 31 In analysis for expression profiles of transcription factors, ADR1 expression changed specifically in response to only galactose medium culture. We compared the expression profiles of the ∆adr1 mutant and the wild-type on galactose medium. In this comparison, we extracted the 50 genes whose expression showed the greatest change (increase or decrease). In addition, we similarly extracted the 50 genes whose expression showed the greatest change by comparing the expression profiles of the disruption mutant with that of the wild-type in normal culture (Fig. 3) . This result showed that the genes regulated by ADR1 in the galactose culture are distinctly different from those in normal culture. In particular, we were able to identify the transcription factors induced (HTA1) or repressed (GAL3, HAP4) by ADR1 only in the galactose culture. In comparative experiments in both normal culture and conditional culture, a number of genes bearing the consensus sequence of ADR1 were classified as genes whose expression level changed markedly. The genes which contain the ADR1 consensus sequence are indicated by asterisks. Indeed, the genes which have the ADR1 consensus sequence exist abundantly besides the genes shown in these experiments. However, not all of them show a difference in expression (induction or repression) specifically in response to ADR1. Therefore, the substantiation of expression changes of those genes in various culture conditions is important for the analysis of transcriptional regulation. Further analysis of the relationship between the presence of such consensus sequences and expression profiles will also provide useful information on the regulatory network of gene expression.
We also analyzed the expression profiles of the ∆rox3 mutant under a specific culture condition in which the expression level of ROX3 was increased 2.8-fold higher by the addition of alkaline reagent. ROX3 is a component of the RNA polymerase II holoenzyme and mediator subcomplex. It is also known to act as a mediator in transcriptional machinery. 32 We compared expression profiles between the ∆rox3 mutant and wild-type using an alkaline culture medium. The expression level of ROX3 appeared to increase under this condition. In this comparison, we extracted the genes whose expression changed (increased or decreased) more than 2.5-fold (Fig. 4) . In the alkaline conditions, the expression of 177 genes as regulated by ROX3 changed sixfold compared to that of normal culture. In particular, 161 genes were upregulated by ROX3 disruption in the alkaline condition, and transcription factor was contained in it. Seventy-nine genes related to ribosomal protein synthesis were included in the group of genes whose expression level decreased more than 2.5-fold. Other genes whose expression levels were markedly repressed were in- CDC36  ADR1  NIF3  RPB4  ECM22  SUB1  HDA1  HRT1  GAL4   GAL1  GAL3  RSC3  MDR1  TPK1  HAP1  RNA14  YAF9  MED7  MED1   MRF1  LYS14  ESC2  SRB2  CPR7  YLR266C  MOT3  SKO1  RPB2  YPR196W   ORC2  RPC11  LRS4  MED6  HMS2  GAL80  MED11  NRD1  YRR1   CYC8  HPR1  HPA3  SET1  IXR1  WAR1  RIM11  CSE2  TYE7   RPB5  SSY1  GLO3  BCY1  TOA2  TAF19  RGM1  SIN3  GCR1   YBR238C TAF25  GAT1  XBP1  YKL070W ARG81  TAF17  RPB11  MOT1   RDS1  ARG82  SIP2  FKH1  TPK3  SOK2  FCP1  RTG1  UME1   BDF2  UPC2  MIG2  SSL2  CNB1  MSN2  SPO1  MSN1 TSM1  UME6  BUR6  SPT4  MET18  RSC4  ORC1  STB1  TAF47   OSH1  RSC6  RAD9  CHD1  DBF2  TAO3  CAF4  YML081W RPD3  PHO85   HAP3  HCM1  SIR4  RPH1  ASK10  MGA2  YKR064W CAC2  SNF12  SSN3   SAS3  SRB8  RMS1  RAD3  SRB5  CTK2  BAS1  CTK3  POP2  ELP3   YBL054W TUP1  SRB7  YER184c  SPT6  SIP4  SIR1  STB4  PHO80  RLM1   SEF1  MBP1  SUM1  RPO41  TFG1  YJL103C  ORC3  ARG80  YAP7  TFB2   EDS1  THI3  TFB1  YFL052W  ELP2  GZF3  YLL054C  MCM1  GAL11  ANC1   GIP1  PHO2  SWR1  PTR3  MGA1  ASF1  GAT3  STB2  THI20  CUP9   REB1  KIN28  RPB7  RSC8  GCN5  SPT10  PPR1  SAS2  HST1  RVB2   TRM7  RPO21  ARO80  PDR1  TAF145  SWI3  RGR1  TAF67  HAL9  HFI1   SPT7  SAS10  CAD1  PGD1  MAL13  CBF1  CHA4  MTF1  SPT20  TFB4   MED8  ASF2  SSN2  DST1  YAP3  IME1  ACE2  SAP30  HST3  NOT5   MSI1  CDC13  ADA2  RPB9  OPI1  YJR119C  RFX1  CAT8  HIR2  SUA7   TAF90  SOK1  TFB3  TAF60  SNF6  CAF17  SWI6  CRZ1  STD1  FHL1   HPC2  KCS1  SPP41  INO80  STE12  HIR3  HCR1  MKS1  SFL1  YPR115W   THI2  YDR026c  HAT2  NUT1  ORC6  PUT3  SFH1  PHO23 MED4 ORC4 DPB4  GAL83  IME4  STB5  TFA1  BDF1  RLR1  SAS5  HPA2   RIF1  INO2  GLN3  HOS2  SKN7  RGT1  CDC73  UBP10  RPB8   PAF1  TAF61  MOT2  SPT16  FLO5  PHD1  CNA1  GCR2  SNF2   SNF5  SAC3  DOT6  HAP2  DOT5  STB6  SIR3  SPS18  ISW2   SPB1  STB3  FLO8  RTF1  RPB3  ABF1  LEU3  RAP1  TEA1   KAR4  NGG1  SWI4  FZF1  NOT3  CTK1  SPT5  SSU72  HAP5   HMLα1  RVB1  SCS2  TFG2  SDS3  RCN1  TAF40  SIN4  PIP2   MATα1  HST4  UBP3  RSC1  MOB1  YKL222C  CMP2 ORC5 TFC8 Figure 3 . Regulatory network structure of ADR1 genes. We compared the expression profiles between the ∆adr1 mutant and the wild-type, in both a normal condition and the galactose medium. In this comparison, we extracted the 50 genes whose expression showed the greatest increase or decrease. The dark color part that is overlapped with two circles shows the genes contained within 50 genes in both of the two cultures. The gene shown by the asterisk contains a consensus sequence upstream, and the underlined gene indicates the transcription factor.
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volved in purine ribonucleotide metabolism, phosphate metabolism, and amino acid degradation. Interestingly, the expression of the gene encoding transcription factor Spb1p, which is required for synthesis of the 60S ribosomal subunit, was repressed. 33 This result suggests that repression of the expression of many ribosomal synthesisrelated genes might be a secondary effect of the decreased SPB1 expression.
These results strongly suggest that changing the culture conditions is crucial to analysis of the regulatory network of gene expression. Although the effectiveness of our approach has been proven, several questions remain to be solved. Under the condition we chose, we could not distinguish between the primary and secondary effects induced by gene disruption. If we can detect an increase of expression level in some transcriptional regulators in the very early stage after the condition shift, such a regulator may well be playing a pivotal role in the cascade of responses to the condition shift. For this reason, a time-course experiment seemed to be useful for our purposes, and we therefore carried out time-course experiments using DNA microarray analysis.
Time-course analysis of the disruption mutants
of transcription factors under specific culture conditions In the present study, the obvious advantage of using a time-course experiment was that it provided information on the series of events that occurred after shifting yeast cells to a different condition. Because we were comparing the expression profile of the disruption mutant of a transcription factor with that of wild-type cells, it was possible for us to detect specific changes in gene expression caused by the gene disruption in a time-dependent manner. Such observations may lead us to identify the hierarchical structure of the regulatory network of gene expression. In our classification of transcription factors, the 20 genes that we chose for this report were classi- Figure 4 . Regulatory network structure of ROX3 genes. We compared the expression profiles between the ∆rox3 mutant and the wild-type, in both the normal condition and an alkaline condition. In this comparison, we extracted the genes whose expression increased or decreased more than 2.5-fold (induced and repressed).
fied into 3 clusters as follows. In order to further confirm our hypothesis, we carried out time-course experiments with ∆sko1 cells. The reason for this selection was that since the trial with the ∆sko1 mutant did not seem to support our prediction (we detected only a small number of genes whose expression levels changed markedly in experiments carried out with the ∆sko1 mutant), we wanted to further and more carefully test the effectiveness of our hypothesis in the sko1 gene disruptant. Sko1p has been found to participate in the transcriptional response through binding to a cAMP response element-like promoter sequence.
34 Sko1p represses expression of the various osmoinducible genes that have cAMP responsive element promoter sequences. Upon addition of osmotic stress, Sko1p is phosphorylated by the MAP kinase Hog1p. 35, 36 In our analysis, however, no pronounced change in SKO1 expression was detected under conditions of osmotic stress. This result is consistent with the fact that Sko1p activity is regulated by phosphorylation. Interestingly, we detected an increase in SKO1 gene expression after delivering cold shock to yeast cells. Because we expected that we might be able to obtain new insight into the biological function of Sko1p by analyzing the effect of disrupting the SKO1 gene under the cold-shock condition, we attempted to compare the expression profiles between the ∆sko1 mutant and wild-type. Because the expression of the SKO1 gene is elevated when cold shock stress is administered to the cells, we analyzed the expression profiles under cold shock.
Both the wild-type cells and the ∆sko1 mutant cells were grown until OD 600 reached 1.0 at 30
• C with shaking in 1 liter of SC medium, then harvested at the following time points: 0, 15, 30, 45, 60, 90, 120 and 150 min after chilling cells at 10
• C. The expression profiles of ∆sko1 mutants were compared with that of the wild-type at each time point using four DNA microarrays. Next, we determined the genes whose ratio of expression changed Figure 5 . Regulatory network structure of SKO1 genes. We compared the time-course expression profiles between the ∆sko1 mutant and the wild-type, under the normal condition and the cold-shock culture. We extracted the genes whose expression ratio changed more than 0.5 in comparison with the ratio of the genes from cells harvested at 0 min after chilling (induced and repressed). Blue genes show transcription factor and asterisk shows the genes changed at more than one time point.
more than 0.5 in comparison with the that of the genes from cells harvested at 0 min after chilling (Fig. 5) . At the time points between 15 min and 60 min, the expression of many genes in ∆sko1 mutants was decreased relative to that of the wild-type. In addition, we detected an increase in the gene expression of numerous genes at the time points between 15 min and 90 min in ∆sko1 mutants. Interestingly, we were able to identify some transcription factors whose expression levels were affected very early after this shift in condition. There were many upregulated transcription factors until 60 min by SKO1 disruption, and conversely, there were many downregulated transcription factors after 90 min. It is likely that the changes in the expression level of such transcription factors were the cause of the changes in expression levels of other genes in later stages. In particular, the expression levels of HAP4 transcription factor were upregulated at many time points. The HAP4 gene may directly regulate other genes which showed a change in later stages. In this way, we were able to reveal that the disruption of transcription factor SKO1 influenced in a hierarchical manner, the expression levels of other transcription factors and the other genes, by analyzing the expression profiles in time-course experiments. Using the strategy introduced herein, we will be able to identify regulatory networks in the genes classified as genes expressed under a specific condition or genes expressed under multiple conditions using a similar method.
For other genes in our classification, a similar strategy will be required. We are currently testing additional methods using other genes. For example, expressing these genes under a strong promoter may be useful for this purpose. This approach would artificially produce a condition that mimics a marked elevation in the expression of specific transcription factors. By analyzing the results of time-course experiments in such overexpression experiments, we may be able to distinguish between the primary and secondary effects. We believe that the importance of clustering genes by specific expression profiles will continue to increase. We would like to extend our strategy of analysis to higher eukaryotes as well. Because inhibiting the function of transcription factors has also been accomplished in higher eukaryotes by knockdown methods such as RNA interference techniques, our strategy should also be applicable to higher eukaryotes.
